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SUIT & TIE SECURITY
Omega provides security at formal events throughout 
Eastern Pennsylvania. To fit perfectly into your atmosphere, 
our guards dress in matching suit and tie combinations. 
Depending on your needs, our guards can seamlessly blend 
into the background, or can be more visible with earpieces 
and badges displayed. Our guards are very experienced 
at providing a friendlier, classier, customer service-based 
approach while still ensuring your safety. 

We provide services for many types of formal events 
including, but not limited to:

    Weddings      Sorority/Fraternity Formals
    Funerals       Movie Premiers 
    Stage Performances    Sweet 16s
    Corporate Events    Quinceañeras
    Formal Gatherings    Banquets
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We used Omega for security at our wedding. We didn’t want any uninvited guests so we decided we would have a safety net. We 
had two team members. They greeted us before the wedding reception to ensure we had no worries and to enjoy our day! They 
were dressed in suits, so very professional! They made sure there were no incidents at all and they weren’t noticed either. Not one 
guest asked who they were. I’d hire them for any security needs. I really appreciated the service they provided.”

Jenna Spirk - Delighted Bride and Satisfied Customer, Bethlehem, PA

My sorority used Omega at our fall date party event this past week. The two gentlemen that were on duty for our event, dressed in 
a suit and tie, went above and beyond to make sure everyone at our function was safe. I would absolutely use them again for any 
event that security is needed. They were a pleasure to work with and made my job a little less stressful and I thank them for that.”

Kate O’Brien - Alpha Delta Pi




